TOMB NUMBER 64

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/9/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & AD JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: In Water

BEARING: 1° from SW cnr.

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

On the shore, partly in the water and partly on land (becomes submerged when tide in) 13.5m and 100° to breakwater.
32.2m and 224° from SW corner to NE corner of T63.
Approximately 20m and 26° to Tas Pinar residence.

Looking SSE towards Tas Pinar residence from T 64. L.Vann 03/06/98.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:
Poor. Very shallow box cut from the bedrock on the shore, partly in water, partly buried in shore silt. Lid fragmentary. Base is a large bedrock platform with little modification.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Triangular.

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Not Visible

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Very fragmentary. Quite eroded. The largest measurable fragment is partly submerged in the water and very difficult to assess and measure. It appears that the lid is lying on its side, both ends are broken so determining its actual shape from this small fragment is difficult.

INCISED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible
C) BOX  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Very shallow and full of sea sand and silt. Carved from a mound of bedrock on the shore. The SE cnr is broken away. The box has been significantly eroded by the rise and fall of tides. It is difficult to observe any features on the surface of the rock because much of it has sea moss and silt adhering to it.

INCISED:  Not Visible

INScribed:  Not Visible

RELIEF:  Not Visible

Panel:  Not Visible

Tabula ansata:  No

Pilows:  Yes

Wall thickness:  20 cms

Pilasters:  No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Impossible to measure depth of box from inside, filled with silt.
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. The box has been carved out of bedrock. The area below the box is the base, which is a natural unmodified mound of bedrock. Unable to measure as silt and water make it difficult to assess where it begins and ends.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:  No

STEPS:  No

BEDROCK:  Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:  No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:  Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Unmodified bedrock. Almost seems unfinished as it has no real shape or definition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 12:11-13 15/06/01.
Tomb 64 - looking W.

Tomb 64 - looking S.
TOMB NUMBER 65

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/2001 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & AD JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Isthmus Group

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 215°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Situated under large tree on S side of the Roman Road that runs E- W to and from Site across the Isthmus. Situated near large open goat pens, small fences made of rock around 1m in height form fences. The S most fragment is built into a terrace wall. 15m and 150° to local farm's well S of tomb. 10m and 29° to Roman road north of tomb. 30m and 2' to T66. Telephone lines 25m to S. SSW of modern stone farm house.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Only base remains, in poor condition with around 50% erosion. The base would have been very large. It is currently composed of two large pieces of stone and a smaller piece which would have blocked access to the cavity beneath the box. The largest of the blocks, the most southern piece, which faces S, has been carved to form a bench on which to sit. It also has the unusual feature of a table leg motif on the SW corner. This piece also has a divot on SE corner. The crypt in this tomb is well defined by large worked niches on the inside of these large blocks. Base has been badly damaged and a large piece of the E end of the Southern face of the southernmost piece is missing.

B) LID Not Present

C) BOX Not Present
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. 50% erosion, despite the fact that few pieces remain, and they are falling askew, the base still maintains its general shape. The southernmost piece is built into a terrace. The base is also partly submerged in the soil. The tombs Southern face has been damaged on the E end.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes, a square on SE end of the southern most piece.

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS:
8cm x 10cm, depth 3.5 cm

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Very large ashlar blocks.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

This tomb would have had a very large crypt. It has the unusual feature of a bench carved in relief for people to be seated upon. The bench is supported by a table leg on
the W end, it has been carved in relief, there was probably an identical one on the E end but it missing due to damaged.

Table leg carved in relief on the base. JH 8/06/01.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7:20-24 8/06/01.
Tomb 65 base - looking NW.
Tomb 65 - looking S.
TOMB NUMBER 66

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/2001 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & AD JH

ECROPOLIS GROUP: Isthmus Group

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 236°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Located on S side of Roman road leading E/W across the isthmus to site. Is part of an ancient retaining wall on S side of Roman road approximately 150m W of T87. 8m and 130° to very large olive tree. 30m and 202° to T65. 7m and 304° to large fragments of lid.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. This tomb is very fragmentary, mildly eroded. Just the base of the box remains and is in two pieces. Some worked ashlar blocks scattered nearby which would have formed the base, and a small fragment of the lid also strewn nearby.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Very Poor. Only 1/3 of the lid remains, located W of box on ancient Roman road. Appears to be what we terms 'crusader shield' design.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: E
DESCRIBE: Panels incised into the end in the 'crusader shield' Design.

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Only 2 remain. Square on side. Pointed arch on end.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Poor

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Located E of lid - currently used as construction material. It has been built into a retaining wall on the Roman Road to and from Site. Only base of the box remains, which has a very rough surface with 40% erosion. Very little of the tomb's actual walls remain, so it is difficult to assess its features. There is a very large crack towards the E end of the box, which splits the box the entire way down from top to bottom into two large pieces.

INCISED: Not Visible
INSCRIBED: Not Visible
RELIEF: Not Visible
PANEL: Not Visible
TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Not Visible
WALL THICKNESS: 15 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Only fragments of the base remain. They are also used as a construction material in the retaining wall. The largest fragment, is L shaped and resided Square 50 cm to west of box. Other base blocks are nearby also found in the wall.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Not Visible

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Evidence suggests it was simply carved ashlar blocks, because this tomb is not in its original location little else can be suggested.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

This tomb is definitely not in its original location. How many other tombs have been 'relocated' or used as a 'building material'?

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7:17-19 8/06/01.
Tomb 66 - looking NW.

Tomb 66 - looking W, fragments of base.
Tomb 66 - looking W, fragment of lid.
TOMB NUMBER 67

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/06/01 and 20/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & AD JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Isthmus

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 215°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

The ground in this area is covered in large flat platforms of bedrock. All measurements taken from SW cnr of T67. 6m and 214° to Cistern. 23m and 178° to modern stone shepherds wall. 27m and 200° to modern stone building. Approximately 50m N to T65.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair condition, quite eroded, 40%. Box and base are one piece of bedrock. Lid is found lying upside down parallel to the box, 1.5m S of the box.

B) LID

SHAPE: Semi-Circular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 30% erosion. Upside down and lying parallel to base on S side. Completely intact, with a large crack in the middle of the NW facing flank, and a break in the rim SE flank.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6 bosses, all square

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Poor, ends badly eroded, one boss on each of the W and E flanks is chipped away.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair, 30% erosion, box and base are carved from the same piece of bedrock. Broken into on the NW flank, and a crack in the SW end.

INCISED: No
INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 17 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Good, little erosion. Box and base carved from the same piece of bedrock.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No
STEPS: Yes, 1 step only.

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Base has steps carved from the bedrock. The box is also carved from the same piece.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 14: 12-14 15/06/01.

Tomb 67, Looking SE. L. Vann 11/06/98.
Tomb 67 - looking NE.

Tomb 67 - looking SE.
TOMB NUMBER 68

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 309°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

10m and 346° from NW cnr to T70.
13m and 242° from NW cnr to T40.
11m and 288° from NW cnr to T83.
9m and 82° from SE corner to T69.
Excellent location on steep lope of hill. Tas Pinar residence and isthmus visible.
SE corner joins stone wall. Large trees to SE. Large rocks obstructing N side of base.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Excellent; very little erosion. Lid, box and base are intact and in original location. Base has bench with table leg on E side. Inscription on E side also. Two divots on SE and SW corners.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Excellent. 20% erosion. One piece, completely intact in original position on the box.
INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, Flanks square, ends semi-void.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

W and E face good condition with 20% erosion.
S and N face poor with 70% erosion.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, signs of mild erosion. In original location, large hole at top, towards the N end of
the E flank. Inscription also on E flank.
INCISED: Yes
FACES: E
DESCRIBE: Incised with lettering.
INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: E

IN PANEL: No
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: Unable to tell
% LEGIBLE: Only a few letters visible, and ligatures visible.
RELIEF: No

PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 15 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Inscription on flank on E side, no panel.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Excellent. Very little erosion. NE end obstructed by rocks and soil. SW corner small stone wall joins up with base.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes
NO: Three ashlar block steps on bedrock base.

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes (in first level of ashlar blocks)

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS:

Two on SE and SW corner. Each corner has one round and one square divot. Square ones are 12cm in diameter. Round ones are 9cm in diameter.
DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Box sits on large ashlar blocks forming a three stepped base which is set on a bedrock platform. It has a very large cavity and on a second step carved to form a bench.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

The second step also has the unusual feature of a table leg carved in relief visible on SE corner.
The set of two divots on the SW and SE corners are unusual. Is this evidence of reuse? If these are in fact votive in nature, then it could signify 2 different cups for different burials at different times. There may be two divots because two people were interred in this tomb at the same time and one was allocated to each individual. JH 13/06/01.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10:15-17, 11:34-35 13/06/01.
Tomb 68 - looking N.
Tomb 68 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 69

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/06/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & IS JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 233°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Situated on a steep area of the hill, surface covered in small broken rubble. Walking path has been worn in to E of the tomb. Large trees S of the tomb (over 4m tall), can see the water from this location. 9m and 258° to T68. 12m and 210° to low shepherds stone wall located W of tomb (around 1 mtr high). 18m and 296° to lid of T70.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:
Fair: 20% erosion. N face partly obstructed, buried in ground. Lid located 2m S of box and upside down. Box sits slightly elevated on large stones, it does not have a completely intact or entire base.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, around 30% erosion. Lid fallen, located approximately 2m S of the box and base. Lid is lying on side so an entire flank and large part of the top is buried in soil. W cnr is broken.
INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: only 4 visible, all appear to be square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Fair condition with minor erosion, one boss on the NE end of the flank has been badly chipped, all other in fair condition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair, 20% erosion. N face partially buried in the earth. Interior is filled with rubble, dirt and vegetation.

INCISED: No
INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE:
Face appears to be in relief because the masons have not smoothed the surface. As a result, this box appears unfinished. A small section around the edges has been smoothed flat so it does appear that the box was intentionally designed like this.

PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 15 cms
PILASTERS: No
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE  
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Poor, very little of the base remains. What does is badly eroded. Largely buried in soil, only S face visible. Blocks on S side are missing. Small irregularly shaped rocks prop up the base on each of the ends.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:  
Yes

STEPS:  
No

BEDROCK:  
Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:  
Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:  
No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Small irregularly shaped blocks elevate this tomb on each of the ends. There is a cavity present. N side appears to be bedrock.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 23-26  13/06/01.
Tomb 69 - looking N.

Tomb 69 - looking E.

Tomb 69 lid - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 70

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 13/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 310°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

8m and 282° to T39.
10m and 234° to T83.
10m and 160° to T68.

Tas Pinar residence, water and jetty are all visible from this tomb.
Located on a steep slope NE of the E Baths.
Small blocks of rubble scattered on the ground in this area.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 40% erosion of surface. Box and base are intact and in original location, lid is lying upside down and below the box and base. Lid has a large crack in the S end and has evidence of greater weathering than the box and base. Box has a break in the top of the E flank. Obstructed by overgrown bush on the W flank and S end.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

Yes, between base and box.
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 50% erosion, surface is heavily pockmarked with weathering. The lid has been removed from the box and lies embedded in the soil 2m SW of the box.

INCISED:  
No

RELIEF:  
No

BOSSES:  
Yes

CARVED FIGURES:  
No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES:  
6, square on flanks and semi circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Bosses on the E flank are very eroded around 70%, one is almost completely worn away. All others are in good condition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX  
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, mild erosion 30%. In original location upon the base, hole in top of the E flank. Very badly weathered inscription and panel on W flank. NW end of the tomb is obstructed by bush.

INCISED:  
Yes

FACES:  
W

DESCRIBE:  
Incised with lettering.

INSCRIBED:  
Yes

FACES:  
W

IN PANEL:  
Yes

OUTSIDE PANEL:  
No

NO. OF LINES:  
Unable to tell

% LEGIBLE:  
2% Mostly ligatures visible, a few letters can be discerned.

RELIEF:  
Yes

FACES:  
W
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Unable to tell, very badly eroded
TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 18 cms
PILASTERS: No
SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. Base in original configuration. Stands very tall as the ashlar blocks are arranged upon an elevated base of bedrock. Obstructed on the W flank and N end by overgrown bush. Base partly buried on the N end.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes
STEPS: Yes
NO: 2 ashlar block steps on bedrock base.
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes
DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: 11cm diameter and 7cm depth.
Found in the top step of the SE cnr.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Two steps created from ashlar blocks sit on a large elevated base of bedrock.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10:15-17, 11:34-35 13/06/01.

Tomb 70 - looking WNW.
Tomb 70 - looking NNE.
TOMB NUMBER 71
Numbered on site as 94

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/06/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 216°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

9m and 244° to small rubble archway built into bedrock.
13m and 98° to T34.
4m and 64° to T33 box.
South of T33.
Can see the water and Tas Pinar residence from this tomb, also the north wall of the E baths and the jetty.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

This tomb is beside T33. The two tombs look like they lined a small staircase, which appears to have allowed access to a raised upper terraced area. The wall that lines the terraced area has ashlar blocks with carved niches into which the tomb boxes may have slotted. The wall also has a platform on which the tombs may have sat. Only the base remains. The platform and, it appears, an other part of the base in the form of large ashlar blocks are scattered around the immediate area, and are not in situ. Actual blocks in good condition, mildly eroded. Area obstructed by rubble on S face, obscured by ground on N face.

B) LID Not Present

C) BOX Not Present

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 40 % erosion. Platform on which the tomb may have sat relatively intact; ashlar blocks which also formed part of the base widely scattered but actual blocks in good condition.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes 1 Step visible.

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: 10cm diameter, 5cm depth.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Appears that the base was a platform of ashlar blocks, in a stepped like structure. Only one fallen ashlar block remains, one divot is visible on SE cnr. N wall in situ, it appears that it would have held the box in place. Part of the first step of the base is embedded in the ground. Lots of rubble around this area.
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

An interesting tomb in that it and T33 seem to be part of a wall or terrace like structure, with a small staircase like feature between them. It appears these two tombs would have flanked the stairs. This is a great location for these tombs; they are highly visible, and have an excellent view because they are elevated upon the hillside.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11: 21-22, 25  13/06/01.

Tomb 71 - looking NW.
Tomb 71 - looking NE.
TOMB NUMBER 72

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/6/01 and 21/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Eastern

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 238°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

134° and 5m to T79.
234° and 4.5m to T2.
48° and 9.5m to modern dry stone wall.
Large amount of rubble and large blocks surround the area.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. 50% erosion. Little can be seen from on the surface, N,W, E sides buried in soil and rocks. The S face of the lid and a small section of the box is visible only. The lid has a crack that runs from top to bottom and minor damage to the E end of the square cut ridge. Small semi-circular break made by tomb robbers in S box panel, directly below the lid.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Semi-circular

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 30% erosion. N flank entirely buried in rocks and earth. Large crack down centre of lid, still in situ on box.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 3 visible. S and E faces, all square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Fair. 30% erosion.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Around 50% erosion. N, W and E sides completely buried. S side half buried, and damaged by tomb robbers with small semi-circular break immediately below the lid.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Incised with letters.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: S

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: 10 visible
% LEGIBLE: 80%
During the 2000 season, permission was given to excavate the area around the inscription so that a complete site reading of the inscription could be obtained. L.Vann 18/06/01.

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Border of panel and ansata.

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular.

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Unusual shape, almost like an elongated B.

PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 12 cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
Because it is largely buried it is difficult to determine a great deal about this tomb.

D) BASE Not Visible
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

It would be worthwhile excavating to reveal the presence or lack of other features like pilasters etc.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 18-20 13/06/01.

Tomb 72 - looking NW.
Tomb 72 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 73

A) GENERAL

DATE: 9/6/2001 and 21/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS AD KO

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Far Northern

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 312°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

7 m and 354° to SW cnr of cistern.
5.2 m and 272° to stone wall W of tomb.
12 m and 140° to mortared wall S of tomb.
Approx 50 m to phone cable NE of tomb.

This tomb and its fragmentary parts are located between two walls. One wall joins up with the N wall of the Cistern and appears to be a terrace wall; the other appears to be a modern wall built by the local shepherds, and is around 1m in height.

This tomb lies under group of 5 trees, surrounded by stone and rubble around.

Shepherd's walls surround the entire area.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, the tomb is not complete and is badly broken into pieces. The remaining evidence however suggests that this was a very large tomb.

Lid is in two large fragments. The larger piece lies immediately next to the base, while the smaller fragment upside down and close to the most northern wall.

There appears to be no evidence of the box whatsoever.

The base is also badly broken and appears that a large portion of it is missing. It also has the unusual feature of a bench carved in relief, visible only on the SW face.

B) LID

SHAPE: Semi Circular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes
AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Lid in two pieces, 1/3 of which is located 4.78m and 308°. The larger fragment is immediately W of the base.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 5 visible on both fragments, all semi-ovoid.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Bosses in good condition, little erosion. NE boss on small fragment is badly damaged however.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

Lid is very thick, the width of the walls of the lid measuring 26cm.
C) BOX  Not Present

D) BASE  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Condition is fair, the base is in one piece, but is badly damaged and a large amount of it is entirely missing (probably used as a building material in the shepherd's walls surrounding this area). It is an very large base and appears to be made from one very large (1.19m X 2.91m X 1.36m) solid piece of rock, possibly solid bedrock. The N end of the SW face is obstructed by stone and rubble.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:  No

STEPS:  No

BEDROCK:  Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX:  Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE:  No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

This appears to be one large piece of bedrock that has been quite ornately carved to create a bench for people to sit on. So too a small opening into the crypt.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

Both the top of the base and the area above the bench have a small 'rim' or moulding done in relief that goes the entire way around the tomb. There is also a moulded feature carved in relief around the crypt opening. A bench leg was carved in relief beneath the actual bench on the N end of the SW face, it has been badly damaged, but its outline can be discerned.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

The evidence that remains indicates that this tomb would have been very large, and what remains indicates it would have been one of the largest on site. The thickness of the walls of the base are 28cm, and the lid too has large dimensions.
When this tomb was intact it would have had a very substantially sized crypt, easily large enough for a human burial.

Need Eastings, Northings, and Elevations.

**F) PHOTO DATA**

**PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:** JH 6:16-18 7/06/01.

Tomb 73 - looking SW.
Tomb 73 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 74

A) GENERAL

DATE: 9/6/2001 and 22/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH & JH JS CL IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Northern

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 350°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

62° and 40m to Doric column.
150° and 19m from SW cnr to dry stone wall.
118° and 31m to T88.
NW of very large cistern.
Large ashlar blocks to NW side. Large bushes on South East corner. Minimal rubble surrounding.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

A very large and complete tomb in fair condition. Lid fallen from box and located 1.8 m to E side of box, lying at an angle. The box is large and sits askew upon a base that has collapsed beneath it, only the S side of the box is supported by the base on a large ashlar block.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed Arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Not Visible

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes (note Special Features in Section C)
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. This completely intact lid is found upside down, its upper half buried in the ground. The lid has a lot of rubble inside it and a large tree grows on the S side of it. There appears to be some minor damage to the S end.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, square

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Very large and a bit uneven in shape. The two on the S side are quite eroded, but N side in good condition. Smaller on ends (E/W), than on flanks, all in fair condition.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

Because the lid is upside down, the incised lip that holds the lid in place in conjunction with the pillows for the box can be seen.

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. The box sits askew as it is oddly balanced on the collapsed remains of the base. S end much higher than the N end. Very neat semi-circular break in W flank (likely done when robbing the tomb).

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S, W, N
DESCRIBE:

Rectangular panels and delta ansata have been incised on each of the above sides, each one is around 75% of the total length of each side. Panels on the ends (E and W) are positioned vertically higher than the flank panel.

INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Long thin rectangles (S, W, N)

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Delta

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 19 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
A crack found on both the inside and outside of the box on the S end appears to have been repaired at some stage with mortar. The evidence remains on the inside only.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Poor. Two large ashlar blocks and one smaller one are all that remain holding up box. Other base blocks are found scattered around on surrounding ground. Looks like original site of tomb, although it looks like the base may have been intentionally shifted by ancient tomb robbers to gain access to the crypt. Box is precariously balancing on upper corner of each the remaining blocks. The sheer weight of the box seems to keep it relatively stable.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes
STEPS: Yes
NO: 1

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes.

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible
DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

It appears that this base consisted of several very large ashlar blocks arranged to form one step to elevate the box.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

Because the box was elevated, and the width of the ashlar blocks used in the base construction was quite narrow a sizeble crypt, was present beneath the box.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY:  JH 6:20-21  7/06/01.
TOMB NUMBER 75

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/2001 and 20/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JM SM & AD/JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: SE necropolis nearing Isthmus

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 226°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

150m and 136° to Aly Beys house on W side of Isthmus.
40m and 152° from SE corner to telephone pole
Lots of large stones rubble to South of tomb.
Approx 100m South to water, lots of trees and large natural rocks all around.
3 modern houses in this area where the water meets the Isthmus.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Very poor, around 70% erosion. Very roughly hewn box and base only, composed of one piece of bedrock. The box has not been hollowed out, so it presents as a very large modified rectangular slab of bedrock.
NE corner is slightly obstructed by a tree.

B) LID Not Present

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Box and base are one piece of bedrock highly eroded. The inside of the box has not been hollowed out. The carving of this tomb appears to be rough and unfinished. The tomb seems to have been abandoned mid-construction, possibly abandoned when the mason discovered a fault in the rock on the W side which is now clearly evident after a great deal of time and weathering.

INCISED: No

INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No

PANEL: No

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: No

WALL THICKNESS: not possible - unfinished, no actual walls.

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Unfinished, seems to have been abandoned before being completed, likely because the rock has a fault.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Very badly eroded around 70% erosion, particularly damaging weathering on the W end where the rock seems to have a natural fault.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Base and box carved from same large piece of bedrock. The box and base have been carved so that the two are distinct from each other, the boxes surface being sheared away to the point where the base begins. Particularly evident on the SW cnr where the shelf between the box and base are very visible.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Area looks like it may have served as a quarry with large pieces of bedrock displaying signs of human modification.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7:32-34 10/06/01.

Tomb 75 - looking N.
Tomb 75 - base molding on W end.

Tomb 75 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 76
Numbered on site as 93

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: LC KH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: Approximately 304°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

.3m W of T61.
1.73m S from shore.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. Only part of box visible, largely buried, only Northern end visible. Covered in small rubble with bushes at N end also.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Broken and only approximately 5% showing above rubble. Difficult to assess this in any way.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: 10 cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Very little of box is visible, it is barely identifiable as a tomb. Less than 30cm of box is visible above rubble and only Northern end is visible. Walls of this box unusually thin, it may be that this is in fact an upside down lid, unable to assess this.

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9:13-14

![Tomb 76 - looking NW.](image-url)
TOMB NUMBER 77

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 & 19/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & JH KS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 254°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

5.1m and 90° to N wall of barrel vaulted chamber of E baths.
20.7m and 52° to stone doorway adjacent to T50.
31m and 2° to SW corner of T44.
Located directly N of East Baths

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. Lid and a largely buried box. Lid propped open on rocks giving us a view into the interior of the box. Surrounded on 3 sides by trees (N, S, W). Located directly behind E baths.

B) LID

PRESENT

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. Minor chips and little erosion, possibly because it is protected by surrounding trees and the walls of the baths.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes  
CARVED FIGURES: No  
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Six semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Very Good. Except boss at E end is quite eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Good. 90% buried. Possible to view interior through E end, the lid has been propped up on either side by rocks.

INCISED: Not Visible  
INSCRIBED: Not Visible  
RELIEF: Not Visible  
Panel: Not Visible  
TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible  
PILLOWS: Yes  
WALL THICKNESS: 20 cms  
PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
Mostly buried which makes assessment of the boxes features very difficult.
D) BASE

Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

One of the few tombs in which the damage of ancient robbing is not visible (may be in the buried parts of the tomb), but it appears that the robbers took the less damaging alternative of simply lifting the lid up.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11:1-3 13/06/01.

Tomb 77 - looking SE.
Tomb 77 - looking E.

Tomb 77 - looking N.
TOMB NUMBER 78

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 & 20/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: AD KH LC & IS JH AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 268°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

6.3m and 255° from SW cnr to apse of E baths.
5.5m and 182° from SW cnr to NE T57.
4m and 154° from SW cnr to NE T5.
Close to dry stone wall and can clearly see shore from tomb and vice versa.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Lid and box, 90% of which is buried. Base not visible. Lid appears in good condition. Large break on E end, also one on and W end.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed Arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Large hole has been broken into the top of the lid on the E end. Square cut ridge broke at W end.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: E and W end

DESCRIBE: Crusader shield type design with incised arch like panels.
RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 3 visible. Others obscured by bush. All semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Good; only one is clearly visible. The other two are somewhat obstructed by bushes.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. 90% underground. The small amount above the surface is largely obscured by bushes.

INCISED: Not Visible
INSCRIBED: Not Visible
RELIEF: Not Visible
PANEL: Not Visible
TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: na CMS
PILASTERS: Not Visible
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Box is mostly buried, can view interior through hole in E end of lid.

D) BASE

Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

No evidence of plaster or paint on the lid of this tomb which seems to be present on other tombs of this lid design. Note location of break in this tomb, fact that break is in the lid may indicate that this tomb has been buried in the ground for quite some time since the break is from ancient vandalism. Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7: 13-16 15/06/01.
Tomb 78 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 79

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/6/01 & 23/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & AD JH JS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: South East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 210°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

6m and 62° to modern stone shepherd’s wall
14m and 116° to T42.
8m and 274° to T2.
Water and East Baths visible from this location.
East of shepherd's stone wall, trees overhanging and surrounding this tomb, small stones litter ground.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Lid only, in good condition, 20% erosion. Reasonably difficult to see and assess, appears to be lodged in large overhanging bush. One piece positioned right way up, S and E faces visible, others obstructed by bush.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 20% erosion. Lip of lid not visible. Bad weathering down centre of lid, could be mistaken for a crack, but it appears to be a minor fault in the stone.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6

Square on each flanks, semi-ovoid on ends.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Good, 10% erosion. N flank obscured by trees but still visible.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Not Present

D) BASE Not Present

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

The large scatter of rubble around (particularly the the NE of the lid) this lid may in fact be parts of the box, difficult to assess, pieces are too small.
Bush that now obstructs the tomb may well render it impossible to see if left to grow.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 27-28 13/06/01.
Tomb 79 - looking E.

Tomb 79 - looking N.
TOMB NUMBER 80
Numbered on site as 92

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 New find for 2001 season.
RECORDING TEAM: AD, KH, LC, JM, JH, RK
NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore
LOCATED: On Land
BEARING: 266°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:
4.6m and 214° from NE corner to NE corner of T58.
11.4m and 258° from NE corner to apse of E baths.
2.4m and 260° from NE corner to SE corner of T78.
4.09 m and 228° to T58.
SE of E bath house.
Tomb obscured by bushes, on the shore line, N of water.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:
Box only, in fair condition. Quite badly broken, but what remains is in good condition.
only 10% of box is visible. Box is buried in soil and the small white shore pebbles.
Reyhane Korpe the Turkish Government Representative gave his permission for Dr
Leadbetter to excavate near the E face where an inscription was located. Through this
work, a more complete picture of this tomb and its features evolved.

B) LID
Not Present

C) BOX
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. What was protected by the soil is very well preserved and has suffered little to no erosion.

INCISED: Y

INSCRIBED: Y
**FACES:**
**DESCRIBE:** E face Incised with lettering,

**IN PANEL:** Y
**OUTSIDE PANEL:** Y

**NO. OF LINES:** 10 inside the panel, 8 outside.
**% LEGIBLE:** 25%

**RELIEF:** Y
**FACES:** E Face
**DESCRIBE:** Panel, ansata and pilasters in relief.

**PANEL:** Y
**SHAPE:** Square

**TABULA ANSATA:** Y
**SHAPE:** Sigma

**PILLOWS:** NV

**WALL THICKNESS:** 12 cms

**PILASTERS:** Y on E face.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:**
Box is filled with dirt and rubble, and appears to be in a couple of pieces. After excavation
Two inscriptions revealed both inside and outside panel and pilasters visible.
Preliminary evaluations of this inscription reveal 2 texts, one well preserved, the other very fragmentary.

**D) BASE** Not Visible

**E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED**
The nearby triangular shaped lid known as T55 may be the lid for this box, but unable to be certain since we have no way to measure the entire width of the T55 lid. I believe it's a strong possibility. Squeeze of inscriptions would also be worthwhile.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

**F) PHOTO DATA**
Tomb 80 - Inscription on E panel
TOMB NUMBER 81

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/01 & 20/06/00 New find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: LC KH AD & AD JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 238°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

11.75m and 185° from SW cnr to T63 (almost directly opposite of).
Approx 40m and 112° to Tas Pinar residence.
Part of dry stone wall running heading E to W along shoreline.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Lid only, in good condition and completely intact. Found upside down. Built into a dry stone wall that lines the shore. Difficult to see unless on the shoreline looking N. Does not appear to be associated with any boxes or bases in the vicinity.

B) LID

SHAPE: Triangular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Not Visible

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, N face completely buried, as is the E end, approx 15% of W end is visible and most of S face visible. Upside down and filled with debris and rubble.

INCISED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 1 on the W end visible, appears to be semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Fair, somewhat eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Not Present
D) BASE Not Present

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 12: 14-16 15/06/01.

Tomb 81 - looking NW.
Tomb 81 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 82
Numbered on site as 91

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: AD, KH, LC

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Shore

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 248° from SE corner along S flank

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

6.9m from SW corner to apse of E baths at 281°.
3.8m from SW corner to NE corner of T57 at 185°.
2.9m from SW corner to SE corner of T78 at 35°.
Can see dry stonewall to E and walls of E baths clearly visible also.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. Mostly buried in hill (only about 5% visible) and there is a hole visible on the S flank. Parts of bushes partially cover the box.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. Mostly buried. Hole in S flank.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

TABULA ANSIATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: 14 cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Box has been previously covered in bushes and has not been recorded before. Parts of bush and dirt still cover a lot of the tomb.

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation. Worth while excavating this one, as so many neighbouring tombs are inscribed.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 9-10 13/06/01.

Tomb 82 - looking N.
Tomb 82 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 83

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 & 24/6/00 New Find for 2000 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & IS JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 266°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

9m and 294° to T40.
8.58m and 0° to T39.
11m and 102° to T68.
6m SE of very small cistern.
Large stone rubble surrounds the area, particularly immediately N of the tomb.
N face of baths visible. Tas Pinar residence, water and jetty are visible from this tomb.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. 30% erosion. A lid only, entirely intact. Found upside down and mostly buried. E face obstructed by tree. Difficult to assess properly without excavation. Does not appear to be related to any nearby boxes or bases

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Semi-circular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Not Visible

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair - still in one piece. 30% erosion. Upturned in ground. E face obstructed by tree. Niche on rim.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Six semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
N/E/W face poor condition, badly weathered and chipped. S face bosses are in good condition by virtue of the fact that the lids upside down position protects them from weathering.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:
Bosses are situated unusually close to the ends of lid.

C) BOX Not Present

D) BASE Not Present

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 35 10: 0-1 13/06/01.
Tomb 83 - looking N.

Tomb 83 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 84

A) GENERAL

DATE: 9/6/01

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Northern

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 230°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Located underneath and overhanging tree which grows from a natural rock wall slightly W of this tomb. Large rocks on ground surrounding tomb and situated on sloping ground. Shepherds animal enclosures located to the S approximately .5m in height. 6 m and 350° to 3 barrel vaulted cistern constructed of mortared rubble on bedrock base adjacent to olive tree. 10 m and 230° to wall of Tower B 24 m and 152° to T20

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Only a base remaining. It is basically a slightly elevated bedrock platform, which has been badly eroded and three sides are visible with the N side completely buried in rock, rubble and plant debris. The top surface of the bedrock platform has not been smoothed flat. It has a raised uneven section in the middle of base which may have once been part of the base of a box.

B) LID  Not Present

C) BOX  Not Present

D) BASE  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Condition is poor, quite eroded around 70%. The base is still in situ but is split 1/4 way from SE corner.
ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: Yes  NO. OF STEPS: 1

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Base has been hewn insitu out of bedrock. It forms a very solid single stepped platform upon which a box was designed to sit. It is likely that it originally had a box upon it that was also a part of the same piece of bedrock, and that it has been destroyed for use as a construction material in the nearby cisterns or walls.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northing and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 7-8 7/06/01.
Tomb 84 New Tomb - looking NW.

Tomb 84 - looking NE.
TOMB NUMBER 85

A) GENERAL

DATE: 9/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Northern

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 260°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Located in very rocky, overgrown sloping area, a tree is actually growing out of SE corner of this tomb. Only the base remains, quite large in size. South side of base has bushes obscuring face.

A large cistern with 3 barrel vaults is located nearby. It has been modified by a local shepherd recently, the eastern side having been bricked up. Tomb 85 is on the path from T20 to this very large cistern.

7.5 m and 260° to the 3 vaulted cistern (not located on map).
30 m and 162° to T20.
14 m and 214° to T84 (visually obscured by bushes).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. Only base remains, badly eroded, and carved out of one piece of bedrock. Above this base of bedrock there is a layer of what appears to be mortared rubble. There is a badly eroded inscription on south face. A crypt opening on the E end identifies it as a tomb base, and is full of small stone blocks and rubble.

B) LID  
Not Present

C) BOX  
Not Present

D) BASE  
Present
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor condition, 90% erosion. A very large base, with large dimensions and very thick walls (70cm). Natural rock has obviously been eroded away, particularly on S face. Very poor inscription on this face. Crypt opening in good condition with the regular U shaped hole. W end of the tomb has an unusual feature of mortared rubble.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Base has been carved out of bedrock. "U" shaped crypt opening with incised moulding is carved into the natural rock remains. On southern face bedrock wall has been cut away at the top, and forms a flat surface with a shelf like feature at the base. An illegible inscription is found there.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

This tomb is a most interesting find in that it has quite large dimension. It is obviously a crypt, but if we are correct in assessing it as a base, it is the only tomb on site with an inscribed base.

The internal dimensions of this base are very large (L2.50m X W1.42m) forming a sizeable crypt, its walls have a thickness of upto 0.7m on the S face, also unusual.

I believe based on the use of mortar and rubble that this tomb has been reused or possibly converted into use as a cistern during the later Roman and Byzantine times.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.
F) PHOTOS DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 9-11 7/06/01.

Tomb 85 - looking S.
Tomb 85 - looking W

Tomb 85 - looking SW.
TOBM NUMBER 86

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Found inside the walls of the city, in tower L

LOCATED: On Land situated inside tower

BEARING: 238 °

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is found at the highest point of the site within the walls of the city. Most unusual in its location being inside the walls of the city, but particularly unusual in that it is found inside Tower L.

Many trees are growing in this tower and the ground is covered in loose bricks fallen from the nearby walls. A large tree is actually growing out of this tomb.

Tomb located between two very large upright fortification walls, the southern most one of Hellenistic masonry and the northern one of what looks like Late Byzantine date (built in a style Foss calls "Lascarid masonry" associated with the 12 Century A.D).

12.18 m and 32 ° to E door of tower L.

L 6 m and 320 ° to N wall of Tower L.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

The tomb is full of rubble and somewhat buried on some sides, and a large tree grows from within its centre. It is a very difficult tomb to view, measure and study being surrounded by sharp leafed low lying branced trees, unsteady ground and very large aggressive insects and spiders.

The tomb appears to have been very roughly cut, particularly in the interior. Can really only see the Southern and Western sides, all others obscured by trees or rubble. Unusual construction with side door opening, and very unusual dimensions.

B) LID Not Present
C) BOX

PRESENT

GENERAL CONDITION:

Badly eroded. Front panel appears to have a large man made hole and groove or niche perhaps for a door. A large tree grows within this tomb, it is also surrounded by, buried in, and full of fallen blocks and rubble.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: South
DESCRIBE:

On this E end of the Southern face a large hole approximately 127cm wide is present. Around this hole a small niche has been carved into the surface, and another niche approximately 6cm deep has been incised into the horizontal lower surface of this hole. It appears to be a niche for a sliding door, like that present in the of the native Lycian tombs.

INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: Yes
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: No
WALL THICKNESS: 21 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Appears to have a little shelf around the base of the hole. This tomb is one large piece of bedrock, it has most unusual dimensions (2.70m X 2.10m) and a greater width than the average box, with shorter length. This box appears to be the bottom half of a native Lycian tomb - I base this on its unusual dimensions, location inside the walls and the presence of what looks like a niche or groove for a horizontally sliding door, very common in Lycian burial chambers. Around the base of this hole a small shelf like feature has been carved in relief. Appears to be a large, natural hole on W side of box also.

D) BASE

NOT Visible

Largely submerged in rubble and obstructed by trees, but appears to be bedrock.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

This requires some further reading, if found to be similar to Lycian tombs has important ramifications for the dates and inhabitants of this site.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7:26, 6:22/23 7/06/01.

Tomb 86 - looking W.
Tomb 86 - Looking W.

Tomb 86 tomb inside tower, horizontal niche on S flank.
TOMB NUMBER 87

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/2001 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Isthmus Group

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 244 °

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is located S of the Roman road to Aperiae. Nearby pavers can be seen, 9.25 m and 120 ° to NW corner of unmapped building. This building appears to be an elevated derelict house located on a flat plain, it is orange coloured made of irregular stone, with a wooden porch and short rock walls surround the property. 22 m and 122 ° to ancient wall lining Roman Road. 9.10 m and 190 ° to big flat Roman paver on junction of road. 3.17 m and 68 ° from paver to derelict house. North of goat herding fields - an olive tree nearby appears to stand at a junction in Roman road.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

A lid only in poor condition, 90% erosion and chipped at western end and ridge. NE corner chipped also. Located nearby is some bedrock which has some unusual, apparently man made alterations. This bedrock looks like it has some carved niches that may have housed the box of this tomb. Difficult to tell, photographed however.

B) LID

SHAPE: Triangular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: No

AKROTERIA: Not Visible

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:
Lid in poor condition. Bad weathering means few features are able to be assessed because the lid is so badly eroded.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Not Present

D) BASE Not Present

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

Most likely that the box was destroyed and used as building material in the nearby house or shepherds walls.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7:13-15 8/06/01.
Tomb 87 lid - looking E.

Tomb 87 - Lid Located along isthmus looking NW.
Tomb 87 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 88

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/2001 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: North

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 210°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

North of the most northern tower. Situated under large olive tree just outside wall. Located on the E side of a shepherds hut. This tomb on a direct path between Tower A and the large Doric column.

10° and 30.7m to doric column.

290° and 30m to T74.

246° and 1.6m to modern shepherd’s wall enclosure.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Small shallow bedrock tomb appears to designed for a small child. The bed rock is in good condition, almost oval in shape. Very shallow in depth (19 cm).

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Present. See base. Box and base are one piece of rock.

D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Small oval shaped piece of bedrock in good condition, slightly damaged on SW cnr. Does not appear to be badly damaged by weather erosion or the shepherds herds in this area. Thins tiny tomb has been well protected by the large tree above it and the nearby shepherds walls also.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No
STEPS: No
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

The inside of this small oval piece of bedrock has been carved out to form a box most likely for a small child. The box that is completely encased in the base, is very shallow, the wall thickness is 17cm.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

This is the smallest tomb and only tomb of this construction located on site. Its status as a definite tomb is problematic for this reason.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7: 27 - 28 8/06/01.
Tomb 88 - looking NW.

Tomb 88 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 89

A) GENERAL

DATE: 15/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 246°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

24m from NW corner to Tower F at 220°.
124m from NW corner to T23 at 350°.
14.4m from NW corner to T21 at 260°.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. One third of base remains. 90% erosion. N end embedded in earth. S end missing, one third remains.

B) LID  Not Present

C) BOX  Not Present

D) BASE  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. 90% erosion. One third remains. The bedrock obviously has been carved away to form a platform for the box.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Poor. 90% erosion. Platform for the box is carved out of a large bedrock piece.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 8: 2-3 10/06/01.

Tomb 89 base only - looking N.
Tomb 89 base only - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 90

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/01 New find for 2001 season.

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 244°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

2m from NW corner to T89 at 280°.
8m from NW corner to T22 at 310°.
13m from NW corner to T23 at 340°.
Sea and local houses to SE. E Bath house on sea to S.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor. 95% erosion. Carved bedrock base only. One large piece of natural stone.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Not Present

D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. 95% erosion. One piece of bedrock, obviously carved away to form the base for a tomb. Large tree growing out of NW end. All sides eroded.

ASHLAR BLOCKS:

No

STEPS:

No

BEDROCK:

Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Base is carved out of large piece of natural rock. Base rock is very eroded. Flat bottom of base and part of a wall on the N end visible.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 8:5-7 10/06/01.

Tomb 90, looking NW.